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Abstract—Simulation of mobile networks requires reliable movement generation. Random movement pattern is frequently used in simulators. Standard movement generator setdest in ns2 suffers from border effect, i.e., shows bias towards placing the nodes in the center of the simulated area. We propose and implement a different method for random movement generation in ns2 simulator based on the boundless movement mobility model. By using the quadrats count statistical testing, we show that our movement generator improves the randomness of the node distribution during the simulation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Communication networks are divide into two main categories: wired and wireless. Wired networks exist between a number of devices connected to each other using connecting media, such as cables and routers. Wired networks can be applied within an area limited by the cables and routers that allow for sending and receiving of data. Wireless networks, on the other hand, are free of such space limitations, and are more easily able to connect different devices to each other. Wireless nodes can play the roles of both hosts and routers, which forward the packets to neighboring nodes.

The mobile ad hoc network (MANET) [1] is a subcategory of ad hoc networks. With the advent of newer technologies, mobile ad hoc networks are becoming an integral part of next-generation networks because of their flexibility, autoconfiguration capability, lack of infrastructure, ease of maintenance, self-administration capabilities, and cost-effectiveness [2]. A MANET contains mobile nodes that can be connected wirelessly to each other, for example through either Wi-Fi or Bluetooth. Nodes can be connected over wireless links in ad hoc fashion without central control; this is one of the main advantages of MANETs. In addition, MANET is dynamic and does not rely on fixed or static structure. Consequently, the frequent changes that occur in network topology impact mobile ad hoc network protocols’ performance [2]. Because of this very dynamic structure, designing a new MANET often relies on a simulation modeling. In turn, simulation requires a reliable movement generation. In this paper we propose an improvement to setdest, the existing and popular ns2 utility.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we discuss different movement models for MANETs, including the setdest utility used in ns2. In Section III, we introduce performance measures for evaluating a movement generator. In Section IV, we present a new movement generator. The performance of the new generator is discussed in Section V.

II. MOVEMENT TYPES USED IN MANETS

The mobility models for MANETs can be grouped into two categories: random movement models (which will be discussed late in this paper) and uniform movement models. The uniform movement models include four well-known models: Boundless Simulation Area Mobility Model, Gauss-Markov Mobility Model, A Probabilistic Version of the Random Walk Mobility Model, and City Section Mobility Model [9]. First, a boundless simulation area model is based on the velocity of the mobile node of the current direction and the previous direction [4]. A Gauss-Markov Mobility Model resembles a random model but in fact it is not because it follows a pattern that could be calculated in advance [9]. The Gauss-Markov model is calculating two main parameters of each mobile node which are speed and direction at a certain time instance based on last instances update [9][18][19]. The Probabilistic Version of the Random Walk Mobility Model is a model that uses the probability to determine the next position by using the node state at each position [9][20]. The probability of the Probabilistic model is going higher when the mobile node keeps following the previous direction and is lower if the direction is to be changed [9]. Finally, the City Section Mobility Model is a realistic movement model where the movement of the nodes is still random but the paths are constrained to the grid representing streets in a city [8][9].

A. Random Movement

The Random mobility models used in MANETs differ in the way the nodes move. These principal movement types are: Random Walk, Random Waypoint and Random Direction. Each mobile node in Random Walk has a randomly generated starting position. The nodes travel from their starting position to a randomly generated new location by generating random direction and velocity [9]. A node changes direction and speed either at the end of a time
interval t or if it traveled a distance d. In Random Waypoint, the movement is not constant whereas pause times are introduced. The nodes start at randomly chosen positions, then "pause" for some time and then start moving at a random velocity towards a chosen destination. The nodes in this model have to "pause" for some time before they change direction or speed [9]. The drawback in Random Waypoint is clustering near the center (i.e. having the nodes near each other near the center of the experimental area). Random Direction Mobility model was introduced to overcome this drawback in the Random Waypoint model. In Random Direction model, a node travels at a chosen velocity in a chosen direction until it reaches the boundaries of the area rather that until it reaches a randomly chosen location. Once a node hits the boundaries it pauses for a time t and chooses a new direction and starts moving in this new direction again, and so on [7]. The direction is changed only when a node hits a boundary.

B. ns2 Setdest Utility

Setdest is a tool used to generate nodes movements for the mobile nodes in the network simulation ns2 by positioning network nodes in a bounded area and setting the movement in a random direction [10][11]. Setdest tool (version v2) uses the random waypoint mobility model algorithm to create the random movements for the mobile nodes [10][11][12][21] and accept the following parameters: number of nodes, maximum speed, minimum speed, speed type, pause time type, simulation time, x coordinate, and y coordinate) [15][22].

III. INVESTIGATING MOVEMENT GENERATOR PERFORMANCE

We tested the Setdest utility and our new movement generator in two ways: by evaluating the randomness of the position of mobile nodes at different times in the course of simulation, and by comparing the delivery ratio in a simulated MANET in different regions of the experimental area.

A. Randomness Performance

For testing the randomness performance we used the Quadrats Count methodology and the Variance to Mean Ratio (VMR). The Quadrats Counts methodology is an established technique used for analyzing spatial point patterns present in an area by dividing this area into a certain number of sub-areas and then counting the number of points in each sub-area independently [16]. The Variance to Mean Ratio is a statistical test that describes a spatial distribution. We calculate the mean $\bar{x}$, and the variance $s^2$, of the number of points (network nodes) in each subarea in the Quadrats Count method. The closer the ratio

$$VMR = \frac{s^2}{\bar{x}}$$  (1)

is to 1, the more the points are randomly distributed.

B. Delivery Ratio

We tested the boundary effect (i.e., changes in nodes density along the edges of experimental area) by using a random movement generator to run the MANET simulation and then transmitting the packets through the center and also transmitting the packets along the edges. We used a CBR (constant bit rate) [23] traffic over UDP [24], using AODV routing [25], and counted the total number of bytes delivered at the destination node. The higher the delivery ratio for transmission along the edges, the better the movement generator.

IV. CUSTOM JAVA MOVEMENT GENERATOR

The setdest utility uses the random waypoint mobility model algorithm. The waypoint algorithm is known to have the border effect, which creates a kind of clustering at the center of the simulation area [7]. The border effect problem can be avoided by following a different algorithm called the boundless simulation area mobility model. The main idea of the boundless model is to allow going over the edges thus avoiding the influence of the simulation areas edges. Moreover, going over the edges in the boundless simulation means that once the mobile node reaches the boundary from any side of the simulation area, it does not bounce the same as in the other models, but it disappears from the side and reappears from the other side continuing moving with the same direction, which makes the simulation area look more like a tube than a plane. Figure 1 shows one interpretation of what the simulation area might look like.

![Figure 1. Simulation area of Boundless Simulation Area Mobility Model shown as a tube [18]](image)
and z coordinates are given in ns2 TCL format, for example:

$node_\(0\) \text{ set X}_ \ 323.81544267544473$
$node_\(0\) \text{ set Y}_ \ 576.9394231828528$
$node_\(0\) \text{ set Z}_ \ 0.000000000000$

The movements' commands can be for either a node that does not cross the border(s) or a node that does cross the border. The nodes that do not go across the border(s) will have just one movement command as in the following example:

$\text{ns}_\text{} \text{ at } 63.904477062 \ "\text{node}_\(0\) \text{ setdest } 118.025456608$
$\text{ setpos } 271.953011717 \ 9.048003190"$

On the other hand, the nodes that go across the border(s) will have three movement commands. The following is an example of the generated three commands by the custom random generator which represent the movement that has a jump from one border to the other through the movement.

$\text{ns}_\text{} \text{ at } 102.779352050 \ "\text{node}_\(0\) \text{ setdest }$
$\text{ setpos } 247.578795505 \ 0.000000001$
$\text{ 12.273796854}"$
$\text{ns}_\text{} \text{ at } 113.299385328 \ "\text{node}_\(0\) \text{ setpos }$
$\text{ setdest } 247.578795505 \ 999.999999999"$
$\text{ns}_\text{} \text{ at } 113.299385328 \ "\text{node}_\(0\) \text{ setdest }$
$\text{ setpos } 247.984526589 \ 998.357412892$
$\text{ 12.273796854}"$

The first line represents the movement from the current position to the border, the second line represents the jump from one border to the opposite border and the last line represents the movement from the border after the jumping to the destination.

The speed of movement is the same in the first and the third line which are making the movement to be exactly the same before the jump and after it. Figure 2 shows the three movements that happen once the node across the border(s) generated by the custom random generator. Algorithm 1 describes in details the algorithm used in the new custom movement generator.

We modified ns2 adding a new setpos command (analogous to setdest) that allows for placing a node at specified location during the simulation.

V. RESULTS

We investigated the randomness performance and the packet transmissions of both the setdest utility and the custom generator. The randomness performance of both generators is shown in Figure 3.

In this figure, the VMR values represent the randomness in the distribution of mobile nodes at different times in the simulation. The results obtained with the custom generator are closer to the VMR value of one than the values obtained from using the setdest utility. Taking into account the main deficiency of the setdest utility, which is the tendency of placing the mobile nodes in the center of the simulation area we also investigated the packet transmissions in a simulated mobile networks controlled by both generators in two ways: we measured transmitting the packets through the center and along the edges of the simulated area. Once the packets were transmitted through the center, there was no significant difference between the movement generators while using the 60 nodes, but with the 30 and 20 nodes there were significant differences with the setdest utility showing more packets delivered through the center, suggesting some clustering of nodes in the center (Table I). Transmitting the packets along the edges (results are shown in Table II), we observed a significant difference between the two generators in the experiments with 30 and 60 nodes.

For example, when transmitting through the center in the experiments with 30 nodes we observed on average 7453 packets delivered in the scenarios generated with setdest utility vs 5600 packets in the case when our custom generator was used. For the same scenarios with 30 nodes, transmissions along the edges gave 716 vs 2031 packets received. This shows a strong bias for packet delivery in the centre of the experimental area for the setdest utility: 7453 in the center vs 716 along the edges, almost 10 to 1 ratio. Similar comparison for the new generator gives only 2 to 1 ratio (5600 vs 2031), which is close to what would be expected based on the model described in [27].

Overall the simulation with the custom generator delivered
Algorithm 1 Pseudocode (Custom Generator)

$(maxX, maxY) = \text{simulation area dimensions}$

$maxTime = \text{max duration of node’s movement}$

$maxMovement = \text{max distance of node’s movement}$

$currentTime = 0$

$(currentX, currentY) = \text{random position}$

while Simulating do

\[
\text{angle} = \text{rand}(0..1) \times 360^\circ
\]

\[
destX = \text{rand}(0..1) \times \cos(\text{angle}) \times maxMovement
\]

\[
destY = \text{rand}(0..1) \times \sin(\text{angle}) \times maxMovement
\]

$MovementTime = \text{rand}(0..1) \times maxTime$

\[
speed = \text{geometric distance} (\text{currentX, currentY}) \text{ to} (\text{destX, destY}) / MovementTime
\]

if path does not cross the boundary then

writeMovement ($\text{ns at current Time }$"$\text{nodeX setdest destX, destY, speed}"")

else

if path crosses the boundary then

\[
(\text{interceptX, interceptY}) = \text{boundary intercept}
\]

\[
distToBound = \text{geometric distance to the boundary in the direction of the movement path}
\]

writeMovement ($\text{ns at current Time }$"$\text{nodeX setdest interceptX, interceptY, speed}"")

$\text{timeAtBoundary} = currentTime + \text{distToBound/speed}$

writeMovement ($\text{ns at timeAtBoundary }$"$\text{nodeX setpos interceptX, interceptY}"")

$\text{destX} = \text{destX} \% maxX$

$\text{destY} = \text{destY} \% maxY$

writeMovement ($\text{ns at timeAtBoundary }$"$\text{nodeX setdest destX, destY, speed}"")

$(\text{currentX, currentY}) = (\text{destX, destY})$

$currentTime = currentTime + movementTime$

end if

end if

end while

packets better and more uniformly than the setdest utility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I</th>
<th>AVERAGE PACKET DELIVERY FOR TRANSMITTING THROUGH THE CENTER (WITH 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60 Nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setdest Utility</td>
<td>9595 (9459 - 9731)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Generator</td>
<td>9490 (9371 - 9610)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSION

We investigated the performance of the popular setdest utility used in the ns2 network simulator. The movement generated with setdest utility tends to cluster the mobile nodes in the center of the experimental area. This has an effect on the VMR coefficient used to measure randomness of the positions of points in the simulation. We proposed and demonstrated the advantage of new random motion generator for use in ns2 simulator. Testing the new generator shows a marked advantage over the standard setdest utility and should improve the quality of MANET simulation models when randomness of node movement is required.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the 101 means (of five VMR runs) of the setdest utility and the custom generator
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